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Merrion Press, Ireland, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
232 x 158 mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. Elsie
Henry s diaries from 1913-1919 are a personal record of
wartime life in Ireland and her own work at the Red Cross
depot at the College of Science in Dublin. Writing from the
confines of her Ranelagh home, she records her concerns for
her brothers fight- ing with the British and Canadian forces in
France and Mesopotamia, and of her father s war work in
London. The diaries, begun in the first year of her residence in
Ireland and continued as a war record, show the information
received daily by an ordinary citizen and include newspaper
cuttings and letters. However, these diaries have a wider
historical value. Through her Stopford relations Elsie had long-
standing family connections to important Anglo-Irish families,
but also to a more nationalist political group. In her Dublin
home, Elsie acted as a frequent hostess to the political and
artistic giants of her time, such as WB Yeats, Eoin McNeill,
Bulmer Hobson, Roger Casement and AE, and she faithfully
recorded their discussions in her diary. Although there is no
evidence that Elsie had any sympathy for more extreme...
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Complete guide! Its this sort of good read. It is rally exciting throgh studying period. I am just pleased to explain how
here is the very best publication i have go through inside my own existence and could be he very best publication for at
any time.
-- Adele Rosenba um-- Adele Rosenba um

It becomes an awesome publication that I actually have actually read. It really is writter in simple terms and not
difficult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Ta lia  Cor m ier-- Ta lia  Cor m ier
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